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This paper investigates a new approach for the automated human identiﬁcation using 2D ear imaging.
We present a completely automated approach for the robust segmentation of curved region of interest
using morphological operators and Fourier descriptors. We also investigate new feature extraction
approach for ear identiﬁcation using localized orientation information and also examine local graylevel phase information using complex Gabor ﬁlters. Our investigation develops a computationally
attractive and effective alternative to characterize the automatically segmented ear images using a pair
of log-Gabor ﬁlters. The experimental results achieve average rank-one recognition accuracy of 96.27%
and 95.93%, respectively, on the publicly available database of 125 and 221 subjects. Our experimental
results from the authentication experiments and false positive identiﬁcation verses false negative
identiﬁcation also suggest the superiority of the proposed approach over the other popular feature
extraction approach considered in this work.
& 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Reliability in personal authentication is the key issue for the
stringent security requirements in many application domains ranging
from airport surveillance to electronic banking. Many physiological
characteristics of humans, i.e., biometrics, are typically invariant over
time, easy to acquire, and unique to each individual. Therefore the
biometrics traits are increasingly adopted for civilian applications and
no longer conﬁned for forensic identiﬁcation. Most of the current
research in biometrics is focused on face, ﬁngerprint, gait, signature,
iris, palmprint, or hand-geometry [11]. However, there have been
little efforts to investigate the human ear for personal authentication
despite its signiﬁcant role in forensic science. The ear is quite
attractive biometric candidate mainly due to its (i) rich and stable
structure that is preserved since birth and is quite unique in
individuals, (ii) being invariable to the changes in pose and facial
expression, and (iii) relatively immune from anxiety, privacy, and
hygiene problems with several other biometric candidates. Therefore
automated personal identiﬁcation using ear images has been increasingly studied for possible commercial applications.
1.1. Related work
Human ear has attracted several studies on its individuality
and uniqueness. Iannarelli [1] has manually measured the distance between predicted points on human ear. He has extensively
n
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examined 10,000 ears and concluded on their uniqueness. The
utility of Iannarelli’s approach for the automated ear recognition
is quite limited since this approach required accurate estimation
of a stable reference points for measurements, which is very
difﬁcult in real environment. The ear image characterization
using Voronoi diagram is illustrated in [2,3]. However, the work
in Ref. [2] is largely conceptual and lacks experimental results on
any ear database. Hurley et al. [4] have presented one of the most
promising approaches for the automated ear identiﬁcation and
developed a new method of localizing ear shape features using
force ﬁeld transformation. Authors have employed the database
of 63 users to illustrate the appearance-based ear recognition.
Chang et al. [7] investigated principal component analysis to
characterize ear and face using eigenear and eigenface, respectively. The rigorous experimental results detailed in Ref. [7]
achieve competing performance from these two independent
modalities and illustrate that the combination of these two
modalities can achieve convincing improvement in the performance
for the human identiﬁcation. Shape of human ear is known to be
quite complex and has also been characterized using geometrical
parameters for the biometric identiﬁcation. Mu et al. [15] have
attempted such characterization of ear shapes from the gradient of
ear images, using long axis based shape and structural feature
extraction, and achieved promised results on the database of 77
subjects. Moreno et al. [23] have detailed the usage of neural
network classiﬁers on ear proﬁle images derived from the gray
level ear images. Ear shape features [19,20] have shown to offer
promising performance but on small size databases. Nanni and
Lumini [30] have recently exploited the color information from
the ear images and detailed the selection of color spaces, using
the sequential forward ﬂoating selection, when the ﬁtness
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function is related to the optimization of performance from the
ear recognition.
Human ear is highly curved 3D surface and therefore provides
rich 3D discriminent features for the biometric identiﬁcation.
Bhanu and Chan [10] have exploited the local surface shape
descriptors for the 3D ear identiﬁcation. These authors have also
suggested iterative closest point matching (ICP) in Ref. [11] for the
matching of 3D ear shapes. One of the most promising approaches
for the automated ear identiﬁcation using 3D imaging is presented by Yan and Bowyer [18]. This approach is based on the
active contour function to localize ear shape and uses ICP that
uses k–d tree data structure to efﬁciently search for closest point.
The use of ICP for characterization of 3D ear shape has also been
detailed in Refs. [31,32]. The slow acquisition speed of 3D ear
imaging (such as Vivid 910 3D digitizer employed in the literature), limits the online usage of 3D imaging for the civilian
applications. The currently employed 3D digitizer in the literature
is also quite expensive and large in size. Therefore our focus in
this work has been to exploit the 2D ear images that can be
conveniently acquired from conventional digital camera.

1.2. Our work
This paper presents a completely automated approach for the
personal identiﬁcation using 2D ear imaging. Automated and
accurate segmentation of exact region of interest, from the
acquired gray level ear images, is quite difﬁcult. However the
success of the feature extractor and the achievable accuracy/
performance signiﬁcantly depends on the accuracy for such
automated ear segmentation. Therefore signiﬁcant efforts are
required to develop robust techniques for the completely automated ear segmentation. We present a new approach for the
automated ear segmentation which has been proven to be quite
effective in achieving robust segmentation of the curved region of
interest. Our ear segmentation approach effectively utilizes
combinations of morphological operations and Fourier descriptors to achieve reliable ear segmentation. Second set of efforts in
this paper are directed to ascertain the performance for the
automated ear identiﬁcation using new feature extraction
approaches on the ear images. In this context, we explore the
orientation features using even Gabor ﬁlters and also ascertain
the effectiveness of localized gray level phase information using
complex Gabor ﬁlters. We ﬁnally present a computationally
attractive and promising alternative to characterize the automatically segmented ear images using a pair of log-Gabor ﬁlters. This
paper also presents comparative performance evaluation from the
proposed feature extraction approach with those using promising
alternatives presented in the literature. The rigorous experimental results presented in this paper, from the ear image dataset of
125 subjects and 221 subjects, suggest its superiority over the
alternative approaches presented in the literature. The ear image

database developed in this work is made publicly available to
foster further research efforts in the automated ear identiﬁcation.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes our completed automated approach for the segmentation of ear shape images. This section is followed by the details of
the feature extraction approach using a pair of log-Gabor ﬁlters in
Section 3. This section also details the two other feature extraction approaches for characterizing the gray level orientation
information and the local phase information from the automatically segmented ear images. Section 4 details the experiments and
the corresponding results from the proposed and prior
approaches. This is followed by discussion in Section 5 and the
key conclusions from this paper are summarized in Section 6.

2. Automated ear segmentation
One of the most challenging aspects of the 2D automated ear
identiﬁcation is related to the automated and accurate segmentation of ear or the region of interest that encloses discriminant
gray level information. The human ear is highly curved 3D surface
and therefore generates in uneven reﬂections which also generate
shadows. Therefore the acquired images have uneven illumination, low contrast, and often surrounded by hairs and skin with
varying pigmentation. Therefore the most challenging aspects of
developing automated ear identiﬁcation, as observed from our
study, is to develop a robust algorithm that can reliably segment a
ﬁxed region of interest for the extraction of features that are more
stable in a given class/subject. The block diagram of our automated ear segmentation method is shown in Fig. 1.
Each of the acquired images is ﬁrstly subjected to the preprocessing that consists of smoothing with a Gaussian ﬁlter which
helps to suppress noise, followed by histogram equalization. The
resulting image is used to automatically generate a binarized
mask that can outline the surrounding region of interest. This step
requires the binarization of image using Otsu’s threshold. The
resulting image however generates the masks of varying sizes
(primary due to uneven and varying illumination) and therefore
this thresholding limit is automatically adjusted (Fig. 1) until the
mask area is less than the predeﬁned limit.
The pre-processed image is also simultaneously used to ascertain the shape mask that reliably captures the ear shape. This is
quite challenging due to the presence of shadows, surrounding
skin, hair and our efforts to localize the ear shape using spatial and
spatial-domain ﬁltering yielded poor results (extracted regions
were not stable). We therefore pursued with a series of gray scale
morphological operations to extract the ear shape.
The morphological operations typically compare the ear image
with another known object, i.e., structuring element. The shape and
size of such structuring element is determined during the training
phase from the prior knowledge of acquired ear images with the
objective of effective ear localization (within a given region)

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the proposed method for the automated ear segmentation.
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and noise elimination. The shape of structuring element is primarily
selected to probe the presence of wide line-like shape corresponding to the width which is determined by the size of structuring
element [36]. The initial morphological operations employed in our
approach can be represented as follows:
wðx,yÞ ¼ gðx,yÞðgðx,yÞ  sÞ  s

ð1Þ

where  represents gray-scale dilation and  represents gray-scale
erosion by structuring element s, g(x, y) is the acquired image after
histogram equalization and w(x, y) is the resulting output image.
The closing operation, i.e., image dilation followed by the erosion,
helps to smooth the ear shape contours, breaks narrow isthmuses,
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and eliminates small islands and occasional sharp peaks in g(x, y).
The black top-hat operation resulting from Eq. (1) has been quite
effective to highlight objects in the complex background. The ear
shape contours are enhanced and more effectively connected after
this black top-hat operation. In summary, series of employed
morphological operations help to signiﬁcantly accentuate the
structural information corresponding to the ear shape in the
acquired images and this can also be observed from the sample
images shown in Figs. 2 and 3.
The resulting image is further subjected to gray scale area
opening operations to remove the noise. This gray scale image is
binarized to extract the ear shape boundaries and subjected to

Fig. 2. Automated extraction of ear shape from the acquired images; (a) acquired image, (b) image after histogram equalization, (c) images after closing and opening,
(d) generated mask, (e) image after multiplication of mask, (f) image after dilation and (g) ear shape image after noise elimination.

Fig. 3. Automated extraction of ear shape from the acquired images; (a) acquired image, (b) image after histogram equalization, (c) images after closing and opening,
(d) generated mask, (e) image after multiplication of mask, (f) image after dilation and (g) ear shape image after noise elimination.
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mask generation. The key task here is to effectively remove the
skin region surrounding the ear shape boundaries. The resulting
mask is combined with the ear silhouette generated earlier to
completely eliminate the areas surrounding the ear.
2.1. Extraction of ear shape using Fourier descriptors
The boundary tracing of ear shape image (Figs. 2 and 3(g)) is then
employed to generate the ear shape boundary. These boundaries
generated using the employed approach is shown in Fig. 4 for three
subjects. Such exterior boundaries generated are often not smooth
as can also be observed from Fig. 4(a–c), and therefore further
processing is necessary. In our approach, we employed Fourier
descriptors and this process is brieﬂy discussed in the following.
Let us assume that the boundary tracing of the ear shape image
generates N point contour in x-y plane which can be represented by
(x0, y0), (x1, y1), (x2, y2), y (xN 1, yN 1) with an arbitrary starting
point (x0, y0) [38]. Thus the extracted ear shape boundary can be
represented as sequence of coordinate pairs, i.e., c(k)¼[x(k), y(k)]. In
this representation, the x- and y-axis can be considered as real and

imaginary axis, respectively, to convert ear contour into a complex
number, c(k)¼x(k)þiy(k)]. The discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of
such ear contour c(k) is obtained as follows:
N1
X
bðzÞ ¼
cðkÞei2pzk=N for z ¼ 0, 1, . . . N21
ð2Þ
k¼0

The above equation generates N complex coefﬁcients which
represents Fourier descriptors of the extracted ear shape contour.
These Fourier descriptors b(z) directly reﬂect the changes in the
curvature of ear shape contour. In order to extract the global ear
shape and eliminate the accompanying contour noise, we reconstruct the ear shape
with only ﬁrst L coefﬁcients, i.e., bðzÞ ¼ 0 for 8z 4L1. The
approximated ear shape contour is thus computed as follows:
L1
X
1z¼
c~ ¼
bðzÞei2pzk=N
ð3Þ
L z¼0
The reconstructed ear shape contour for the three different
subjects is shown in Fig. 4 (using L¼ 30, as employed for all the
experimental results reported in this paper).

Fig. 4. Automated localization of ear shape boundaries before using Fourier descriptors in (a)–(c) and after using Fourier descriptors in (d)–(f).

Fig. 5. Extraction of stable key points before the normalization in (a) and (c) and after normalization in (b) and (d).
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Fig. 6. The clockwise region from the normalized ear images (a), (c) is used to extract stable gray level region (b), (d) for feature extraction.

Fig. 7. Normalized and enhanced ear image samples from six subjects.

The two key points on this contour which achieve the maximum distance between them are selected as reference points on
the reconstructed ear shape contour. Fig. 5 reproduces some
images, along with their rotation, to illustrate that the extraction
of two reference points using employed approach is robust. The
region of interest from these reference points is automatically
extracted and represents the most stable set of gray level pixels in
the clockwise region (Fig. 6). Fig. 7 illustrates set of such automatically normalized, segmented and enhanced ear images
employed for the feature extraction and classiﬁcation.

in texture analysis and biometrics measurements, mainly due to
their orientation selectivity, and maximum possible joint resolution in spatial and spatial-frequency domain. However, the Gabor
ﬁlter-based characterization of images is known to under emphasize low frequency contents and over emphasize on the high
frequency contents in a given image. Field [12] proposed logGabor ﬁlters to overcome the bandwidth constraints in traditional
Gabor ﬁlters. These log-Gabor ﬁlters always have null dc component and desirable high-pass characteristics, i.e., the frequency
response of log-Gabor ﬁlters have elongated tail in the high
frequency part which helps to efﬁciently capture ﬁne details from
the high-frequency areas of a given image.
The frequency response of log-Gabor ﬁlter in frequency
domain is deﬁned as
!
ðlogðf =fo ÞÞ2
Gðf Þ ¼ exp
ð4Þ
2ðlogðsf =fo ÞÞ2
with f0 is the central frequency and sf is the scaling factor of the
radial bandwidth B. Fig. 8 illustrates the spatial domain representation of log-Gabor ﬁlters employed for the extraction of
unique features from the normalized and enhanced ear images
in this work. The radial bandwidth in octaves from such ﬁlters can
be expressed as follows:
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
B ¼ 2 2=ln2n9lnðsf =f0 9
ð5Þ

3.1. Phase encoding using multiscale log-Gabor ﬁlters

Fig. 9 illustrates the amplitude spectrum of typical log-Gabor
ﬁlter on log scale. This spectrum falls of at 1/f rate, which is
similar to the natural image spectrum, and therefore the
log-Gabor ﬁlters are well adapted for encoding information from
the natural images.
The feature encoding approach employed in this work uses a
pair of log-Gabor ﬁlters and is illustrated in Fig. 10. Each of the
pixel rows is ﬁrstly unwrapped to generate complex log-Gabor
ﬁlter response. The resulting convolved form of the signal is
complex valued. We then apply phase quantization [34] to extract
binary phase templates which represents encoded phase information. Thus the feature extraction process encodes each of the
enhanced ear images into a pair (or complex) of binary templates
corresponding to number of bits of information, in a manner
similar to as illustrated in Eq. (13). The matching scores between
two ear images are generated using the normalized Hamming
distance between their corresponding binarized templates. The
Hamming distance DPQ between two Y  Z size complex bitwise
ear template, P and Q, is computed as follows:
PY
PZ
y¼1
z ¼ 1 fPr ðy,zÞ  Qr ðy,zÞ þ Pi ðy,zÞ  Qi ðy,zÞg
DPQ ¼
ð6Þ
2Y Z

Automated identiﬁcation of localized gray level information
requires simultaneous measurements in spatial and spatialfrequency domain. Gabor ﬁlters have invited lot of applications

where  represents bitwise XOR operation, Pr and Qr are the real
part of the templates while Pi and Qi are the imaginary part of the
bitwise ear templates P and Q, respectively. The bit-wise shifting of
ear templates, i.e. left and right, is employed during the matching

3. Feature extraction and matching
The accuracy of automated ear identiﬁcation approach is highly
inﬂuenced by the nature of extracted features and the employed
matching process. In this work, we investigated three new feature
extraction and matching approaches for the identiﬁcation of automatically segmented ear images. The extraction of phase information using 1D log-Gabor and 2D Gabor ﬁlters was ﬁrstly investigated
for the ear identiﬁcation. The spatial orientation of gray level shape
features can be efﬁciently encoded using even Gabor ﬁlters and such
orientation details can be employed to generate templates for the
matching. Therefore such feature extraction approach using a bank
of even Gabor ﬁlter was also investigated and achieved promising
results as detailed in Section 4. The complex Gabor ﬁlters can also be
employed to extract local phase information, as commonly used in
the iris recognition [37], and was also investigated in this work. In
the following section we brieﬂy describe the feature extraction and
corresponding matching approaches investigated in this work.
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Fig. 8. The (a) real and (b) imaginary Log-Gabor ﬁlters in spatial domain having bandwidth of 2 octaves and a center frequency of 1/18.

investigated two new approaches for consolidating these two
Hamming distances, i.e., weighted minimum and weighted
product combination, apart from the popular weighted score
combination [27] method for the score level combination.
The consolidated matching scores s~ from the two orthogonal
templates are generated as follows:
Weighted minimum : s~ ¼ minðwnsa , sb Þ,
8sa ,sb

Weighted product : s~ ¼ sa nðsb Þw1

8sa , sb,

Weighted sum : s~ ¼ sa nðw1Þ þsb nð2wÞ,

Fig. 9. Amplitude spectrum of the employed log-Gabor ﬁlter on log sale.

1 r w r2

ð7Þ

1 rw r 2
8sa ,sb,

1 rw r 2

ð8Þ
ð9Þ

where the sa and sb, respectively, represents the corresponding
Hamming distances obtained from the two templates in the
orthogonal directions (Fig. 9). The weight w is empirically
estimated using only the training data during the training phase.
The consolidated matching score s~ is used to ascertain the
identity of the unknown ear. In case of veriﬁcation task, this
consolidated matching score is compared with a decision threshold and the user is subsequently assigned into genuine or
impostor class.
3.2. Orientation encoding using even Gabor ﬁlters

Fig. 10. Feature extraction and matching from the normalized images using a pair
of log-Gabor ﬁlters.

as it helps to account for the translational errors in during the
image localization. The center wavelength of 18 and the sf/f0 ratio
of 0.55 was empirically ﬁxed for the log-Gabor ﬁlters employed in
this work. The selection of these parameters was performed during
the training phase, by only using training data, and ﬁxed for all the
experiments in this paper. It is quite reasonable to expect that the
variations in these parameters can degrade the performance, as
also illustrated in reference [37] for the iris recognition. In our
experiments, the best of the Hamming distance generated from the
template shift of 10 bits (5 bits left and right each) are used as the
ﬁnal matching distance.
We also extracted the feature templates when the 1D signals
are generated from the column scanning (Fig. 10) are employed.
These two orthogonal directions will encode the different gray
level spatial information which is likely to be least correlated.
We therefore generate two sets of templates, referred to as logGabor(A) and log-Gabor(B) in the experiments. The Hamming
distances from these two respective templates are combined
to generate consolidated matching distance. In this work, we

The spatial orientation details of the curved ear shape can be
encoded using a bank of even Gabor ﬁlters. Such encoding scheme
based on orientation of textured features has shown to provide
some of the best promising results for palmprint [28] and also for
the ﬁnger knuckle [29]. Therefore we also investigated such an
approach using bank of even Gabor ﬁlters which achieved promising
results. Each of the segmented and enhanced ear images are ﬁrstly
convolved with a set of self similar Gabor ﬁlters. The even Gabor
ﬁlter is a product of Gaussian and sinusoid denoted as follows:
2

Gyn ðx,yÞ ¼ G epðx

þ y2 =s2 Þ

cosð2pf ðx cos yn þ ysin yn ÞÞ

ð10Þ

where G represents the magnitude of the Gaussian envelope, s
corresponds to the standard deviation of Gaussian function,
yn represents the orientation of the sinusoidal wave, and f is the
frequency of the sinusoid. A set of self similar even Gabor ﬁlters is
employed to ascertain the localized orientation of gray levels. These
self similar ﬁlters are obtained by the rotation of even Gabor ﬁlter
G0 in O intervals, i.e. from 0, p/O, 2p/O to (O 1)p/O. The multiple
responses from the O even Gabor ﬁlters are then compared to select
a prominent orientation at every pixel in the normalized ear image
as follows:
Tðx,yÞ ¼ argf max fG0yn ðx,yÞ  Eðx,yÞgg
8n ¼ 1,2,::O

ð11Þ

where G0yn ðx,yÞ represents zero mean Gyn ðx,yÞ, i.e., obtained by
subtracting the mean values,  represent convolution operation,
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Fig. 11. Location of distance points for the automatically extracted shape features from the four typical subjects ear images in our database.

and E(x, y) is the normalized and enhanced ear image. Since we
considered only six orientations, the orientation index (features) are
binary encoded using three bits and stored as representative feature
for every pixel corresponding to E(x, y). The matching of two feature
maps from two ear images, i.e. T and Q corresponding to the
template and query ear images respectively, is ascertained from
the angular distance D(T,Q) as follows:
PY
PZ
P3
b
b
y¼1
z¼1
k ¼ 0 Tk  Qk
DðT,Q Þ ¼
ð12Þ
3Y Z
where Tkb and Qkb is the kth bit plane of Y  Z template T and Q,
respectively. The possible translational changes in the segmented ear
image are accounted by generating multiple matching scores, with
the translated version of the template in horizontal and vertical
directions, and employing the minimum of these matching scores as
the ﬁnal matching score. We also investigated to use weighted
combination for the different orientation, instead of maximum as in
Eq. (11), and evaluated the possible improvement in the performance.
3.3. Phase encoding using complex Gabor ﬁlter
The Gabor ﬁlter based phase encoding of localized gray level
information has shown to offer excellent results for texture
segmentation, ﬁngerprint identiﬁcation, and iris recognition
[13]. Therefore the Gabor ﬁlter response from the even and the
odd Gabor ﬁlters were also employed in this work to ascertain the
performance. The Gabor ﬁltered output is demodulated to extract
the phase information which is quantized to four levels for each
possible quadrant in complex plane using the convolution
response from the normalized ear image. The encoding of the
phase information from the complex Gabor ﬁlters H(y,F,s) into
the feature map F(x, y) is achieved as follows:
Fðx,yÞr ¼ 1 if
Fðx,yÞr ¼ 0 if
Fðx,yÞi ¼ 1 if
Fðx,yÞi ¼ 0 if

RefHðy,f , sÞ  Eðx,yÞg Z 0
RefHðy,f , sÞ  Eðx,yÞg o 0
ImfHðy,f , sÞ  Eðx,yÞg Z0
ImfHðy,f , sÞ  Eðx,yÞg o 0

ð13Þ

Each of the normalized ear images is used to generate
binarized feature map using Eq. (13). The normalized Hamming
distance between the query and the template feature map is
computed in a manner similar to as detailed in Eq. (6). In order to
account for the further possible translation in the normalized ear
images, bitwise shifting of ear templates, ﬁve pixels left and ﬁve
pixels right, is employed to generate the best possible matching
distance.

3.3.1. Shape features
We also extracted geometrical features that can describe the
shape information from the automatically extracted ear shape
images (Fig. 1). The distance between the two reference points was
used for the normalization and we sampled N points every 180/N
degrees. The experiments were performed for the various N values
and N¼20, which uses 19 (N–1) distances as features, achieves best
results. Euclidean distance between the shape features is used to
compute the matching distance for the ear identiﬁcation using shape
features. Fig. 11 illustrates the location of these sampled distances on
the shape images from four subjects in our database.

4. Experiments and results
The experimental results in this paper are presented on publicly
available dataset of 465 ear images from the 125 subjects. The left
ear images from 125 subjects/volunteers were acquired using simple
imaging setup that employed a digital camera in an indoor environment. The images were acquired over a period of 9 months in indoor
environment and no additional illumination was employed. Each of
the volunteers sat on a chair and a digital camera was ﬁxed to
acquire the region of interest which ensured the presence of ear in
imaging window. All the subjects in the database are in the age
group 14–58 years and provided at least 3 images. Some images
from this dataset are reproduced in Fig. 12 and the images in this
dataset have signiﬁcant scale, translational and rotational variations.
A Gaussian ﬁlter with m ¼20 and s ¼ 5 was employed in the
preprocessing stage. The predeﬁned limits for the binarization, i.e.,
area At and a in Fig. 1, is ﬁxed at 25,000 and 0.95, respectively, for all
the experiments in this paper. A squared structuring element of size
two pixels was selected for the closing operation in Eq. (2). The
resulting images were subjected to area opening, i.e., removal of
isolated and connected pixels if their count is less than 80 while
considering their connectivity in 8-directions (box shape). Each of
the acquired images are automatically segmented and normalized,
using the approach detailed in Section 2, to 50  180 pixel size
region of interest images. In addition to this database, we also
formed a larger dataset that included all the images from the
database in Ref. [14,22] and this larger dataset is also made available
in Ref. [33]. Therefore a larger version of dataset had 753 images
from 221 subjects and is also employed for the performance
evaluation. The automated extraction of the ﬁeld lines from the
ear images using force ﬁeld transform [5] approach, which was also
implemented by us for the performance comparison, on the sample
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Fig. 12. Typical image samples from our acquired database from the four subjects.

Fig. 13. (a) Extracted ﬁeld lines for the force ﬁeld transform approach and (b) thresholded convergence maps for the four typical images in our dataset.

images in our database is shown in Fig. 13. This ﬁgure also illustrates
the convergence ﬁeld on the ear images from four different subjects
in our database.

The automatically segmented and enhanced ear images were
employed to extract the orientation features using even Gabor
ﬁlters. The gray level representation of these orientation features
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on the images from the four subjects are shown in Fig. 14. The
gray level representation of phase information extracted using
complex Gabor ﬁlters, as detailed in Section 3.3, is shown in
Fig. 15 for the four sample images. As detailed in Section 3, each
of the automatically normalized ear images were subjected to the
feature extraction in two orthogonal directions using log-Gabor
ﬁlters. Fig. 16 illustrates the gray level representation of such
phase information generated from the log-Gabor ﬁlters, in each of
the two orthogonal directions, for three different subjects in our
dataset.
In this paper, we employed one image from every subject as
test image while the remaining two images were employed as
training images. Such matching was repeated for three times for
each of the three possible independent test images and the

Fig. 14. The gray level representation of encoded orientation features using even
Gabor ﬁlters from the four typical images in our dataset.
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average of the experimental results are presented in this paper.
Each of the training images were further rotated, left and right by
5 degrees, and the best matching score was utilized as the
matching distance from the corresponding training image. The
cumulative match characteristics from this set of experiments,
each for the 125 and 221 subject dataset, are illustrated in Fig. 17.
This ﬁgure comparatively illustrates the performance from our
implementation of force ﬁeld transform, eigen ear (PCA), shape
features, Gabor orientation, Gabor phase, and using the suggested
log-Gabor ﬁlter based approach. It can be ascertained from this
ﬁgure that the proposed approach using log-Gabor ﬁlters
achieved superior/best performance while the shape features
and eigen ear approach have performed poorly on our dataset.
Table 1 illustrates the average rank one recognition rate from
the proposed approach for the comparative evaluation. The
rotation of training dataset achieved signiﬁcant performance
improvement and the rank one recognition rate; for example
the rank one recognition rate without employing the rotation for
log-Gabor(A), log-Gabor(B), weighted sum, weighted minimum
from the were 93.33%, 88%, 94.13%, and 94.13%, respectively, for
the 125 subject dataset (Table 1). The weight parameters for the
equation (9), (7), (8) corresponding to the weighted sum,
weighted minimum, and weighted product combination results
shown in Fig. 17 and Table 1 were (1.87, 1.12, 1.5), (1.9, 1.05, 2),
respectively, for the 221 subject and 125 subject database. The
weights for the three orientations for consolidating matching
scores (Table 1) were empirically ﬁxed as (0.3, 0.3, 0.4) and (0.4,
0.5, 0.1), respectively, for the 221 and 125 subject dataset during
the experiments. One of the important observations in Table 1 is
related to the performance from the weighted Gabor orientation
features. The proposed approach using weighted orientation has
been quite successful in improving the performance, as compared
to those when weights are not employed. The average rank-one
recognition results from three combination schemes using logGabor ﬁlters shown in Table 1 suggest that the these are quite
close/competing but the product (weighted product) for 125

Fig. 15. The gray-level representation of phase features using complex Gabor ﬁlters from the four typical images in our dataset.

Fig. 16. The gray level representation of encoded phase features using a pair of log-Gabor ﬁlters on the three typical normalized images in our dataset.
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Fig. 17. The cumulative match characteristics for the average recognition performance on the dataset with (a) 125 subjects and (b) 221 subjects.

Table 1
Average rank one recognition accuracy from experiments.
Feature extraction and matching

Database I (125
subjects) (%)

Database II (221
subjects) (%)

Log-Gabor

95.4667
90.4000
95.4667
95.4667
96.27

94.7210
92.6094
95.93
95.63
95.78

88.533
90.4
83.4667
29.0667
74.9333

86.727
88.3861
84.4646
30.6184
66.6667

Log-Gabor(A)
Log-Gabor(B)
Weighted sum
Weighted min
Weighted
product
Original
Weighted

Gabor
orientation
Gabor phase
Shape feature
Force ﬁeld transform [5]

and weighted sum for the 221 subject dataset achieves best
performance.
Although the key objective of our work was to develop
promising online ear recognition approach, we also performed
the experiments for the veriﬁcation tasks using the same train/
test protocol and the same parameters as employed for the
recognition task. The receiver operating characteristics (ROC)
from the experiments on the two dataset is shown in Fig. 18.
The ROC in Fig. 18 illustrates the superiority of the proposed
approach using log-Gabor ﬁlter and the combination of pair of
log-Gabor ﬁlter responses has been more effective for the
authentication problem as improvements shown in ROC are quite
distinct and consistent. The equal error rates from the authentication experiments from the log-Gabor(A), log-Gabor(B), Gabor
orientation, weighted Gabor orientation, Gabor phase, force ﬁeld
transform, were (3.14%, 5.01%, 5.46%, 5.32%, 6.95%, 13.75%) and
(4.51%, 7.7%, 7.56%, 6.62%, 9.62%, 13.7%), respectively, for the 221
and 125 subject dataset. The corresponding equal error rate from
the combination of two log-Gabor ﬁlters using weighted sum,
weighted minimum, and weighted product combination were
(3.01%, 2.85%, 3.0%) and (3.85%, 3.97%, 3.36%), respectively, for the
221 and 125 subject dataset. In summary our experimental
results from the authentication experiments also suggest superior
performance using the proposed approach using log-Gabor ﬁlters.
We also performed several experiments to ascertain the
sensitivity of the proposed method to the selection of log-Gabor
ﬁlter parameters. These experimental results are illustrated in
Fig. 19 where results from the test dataset for the variation in the
center wavelength and the ratio sf/f0 are presented. The results

from Fig. 19 (a) achieve best case average equal error rate of 4.31%
from the test data (for 125 subject dataset) if we are allowed to
select the better values of the center wavelength from the
observation of best possible performance on test data. The
observed results in ﬁgure suggest that the experimental results
are quite sensitive to the selection of log-Gabor ﬁlter parameters.
An automated biometric system should also be able to efﬁciently recognize unknown subjects, i.e., able to reject those
subjects not enrolled in the database. In order to ascertain such
capability explicitly, we selected last 20 subjects from the two ear
databases (125 and 221 subjects) as unknown subjects. These
unknown subjects are then identiﬁed from the proposed identiﬁcation approach to ascertain the performance. Fig. 20 shows the
plot of number of unknown subjects identiﬁed as unknown verses
known subject rejected as unknown. These experimental results
also suggest that the log-Gabor based combination scheme
outperforms other approaches considered in this work. The
performance from the proposed ear identiﬁcation for the FPIR
(false positive identiﬁcation rate) and FNIR (false negative identiﬁcation rate) was also observed on the two databases. We
selected last 20 subjects as unknown subjects from the test data
and rest of the subjects, were used as test data (subjects 1–105,
1–201) for the performance evaluation. Fig. 21 illustrates the
performance for the FPIR VS FNIR characteristics for the two
databases. The performance improvement using the combination
of log-Gabor ﬁlters is observed to be quite consistent as compared
to those from other approaches considered in this work. In
summary, the proposed scheme using log-Gabor ﬁlters is also
expected to improve FPIR and FNIR performance for their usage in
the automated ear identiﬁcation.

5. Discussion
The accuracy of automated ear identiﬁcation highly depends
on the accuracy of segmenting the ear or the region of interest. In
this context, Ref. [21] has also shown that the rank one recognition rate improves from 62% to 96% when the automated ear
segmentation is replaced by more reliable manual ear segmentation. One of the possible approaches for the automated ear
detection is to employ Haar-like features and train the classiﬁer
using ear and non-ear samples (Adaboost detector). Such
approach can however be useful for the ear detection but not
for the exact localization of ear shape boundaries for which some
heuristic approach, similar to the one developed and evaluated in
this work, should be employed. The automated method ear
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Fig. 18. The receiver operating characteristics for the average authentication performance on the dataset with (a) 125 subjects and (b) 221 subjects.

Fig. 19. Sensitivity of the log-Gabor ﬁlter parameters for the performance using equal error rate in (a) and genuine acceptance rate in (b) and (c).

Fig. 20. Performance for the unknown subject rejection using ear images.

segmentation developed in this paper has been highly successful.
The manual examination of the localized ear shape boundaries
from the corresponding ear images suggested that 400 images
(out of total 465 images from 125 subjects, 485%) were satisfactorily/correctly1 localized. The ear images acquired in this
work were acquired in indoor environment where the external

1
The extracted ear shape boundary correctly falls on the curved outer ear
shape region, in the clockwise region between the reference points (as shown in
Fig. 6).

illumination variations were limited (reasonable assumption for
the civilian deployment of automated ear identiﬁcation system).
However, further efforts are required to develop more effective
automated ear segmentation of ear shape region for imaging in
outdoor environment.
In this paper we have examined three new approaches for the
feature extraction using local gray level phase, local gray level
orientation using Gabor ﬁlters, and local phase encoding using a
pair of log-Gabor ﬁlters. The experimental results presented in
this paper have illustrated the superiority of log-Gabor based
feature extraction and matching approach. Table 2 provides a
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Fig. 21. The FPIR vs. FNIR characteristics from the (a) 125 subject and (b) 221 subject ear database.

Table 2
Summary of related work on personal identiﬁcation using 2D ear images.
Reference

Ear
segmentation

Features

Classiﬁer

Recognition Veriﬁcation Probe database
(subjects)

Performance (%)a

Mu et al. [15]

Manual

BP network

Yes

No

77

85 (rank-1)

Hurley et al. [5]
Abate et al. [21]

Automated
Manualb

Shape features (outer ear and inner
ear)
Force ﬁeld transform, PCA
Generic Fourier descriptor

K-NN
K-NN

Yes
Yes

No
No

63
70

Chang et al. [7]
Moreno et al. [23]

Manual
Manual

Yes
Yes

No
No

111 (probe)
28 (probe)

Nanni et al. [30]
Abdel Mottaleb
et al. [25]
Bustard and Nixon
[26]
This paper

Manual
Automated

K-NN
Neural
Network
K-NN
K-NN

99.2 (rank-1)
88 (rank-1, 15/301) 96
(rank-1, 01)
71.6 (rank-1)
93 (rank-1)

Yes
Yes

Yes
No

64 (probe)
29 (probe)

84 (rank-1)
87.93 (rank-1)

A-NN

Yes

No

63 (probe)

96 (rank-1)

K-NN

Yes

Yes

125, 221 (probe)

96.27, 95.93 (rank-1)

a
b

Automated
Automated

PCA
Ear proﬁle representing shape and
wrinkles
Color space selection using SFFS
Hausdorff distance for surface
curvature points
Homography transform from SIFT
features
Orthogonal log-Gabor ﬁlter Pair

Representative best results only (more in the reference).
Also automated ear detection using Haar based object detector.

comparative survey of the related prior work on 2D ear identiﬁcation reported in the literature. This table also shows the
performance achieved relative to the segmentation approach
(automated or manual) and the size of probe dataset/subjects
employed in the related experiments. It may be observed that the
performance of the proposed approach (on a relatively larger
database) is superior than related approaches reported in the
literature. However, it should be also noted that such one-to-one
comparison of these approaches cannot be made as the achieved
performances are obtained on different databases, with nonstandard experimental conﬁgurations/protocols.

6. Conclusions
We have presented a fully automated approach for the
personal identiﬁcation using 2D ear imaging. The proposed
approach for the automated ear segmentation using morphological operators and Fourier descriptors has been quite effective in
the robust segmentation of the curved region of interest. Another
key effort in this paper has been to investigate new feature
extraction approaches for the 2D ear images. We have exploited
the local orientation features using even Gabor ﬁlters and
achieved superior performance with prior approaches (using
eigen ear, force ﬁeld transform, shape features). However the

best performance, i.e., rank-one recognition accuracy of 96.27%
and 95.93%, respectively, on the database of 125 and 221 subjects,
was observed from the feature extraction approach using a pair of
log-Gabor ﬁlters as detailed in this paper. Our experimental
results from the authentication experiments and the FPIR vs.
FNIR performance have also suggested that the log-Gabor based
feature extraction approach outperforms other feature extraction
approach considered in this work. One of the key observations of
our work is related to the effectiveness of shape features in a
completely automated system. Despite our best efforts to achieve
the robust localization of curved ear shape and its representation,
the achieved performance was poor. Our observations have
suggested that the discriminibility of such shape features is quite
limited, especially in the presence of large number of subjects as
in our work. The ear database acquired in this work from 125
subjects (also 221 subjects), along with our segmented images, is
now made publicly available [33] to the researchers. This will
help to foster further efforts in the automated ear identiﬁcation
and researchers can reproduce our results to suggest possibly
more effective alternatives.
Our efforts to achieve automated ear identiﬁcation have
achieved signiﬁcant results in this paper. However, further efforts
are required to ascertain the effect of pose, occlusion and
eyeglasses on the performance. The experimental results presented
in this paper have been examined limited orientation and scale
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variations present in the employed dataset. Further work is therefore also required to ascertain the performance in presence of large
orientation and scale variations in the ear images. Further work
should also be directed to improve the automated ear segmentation capability in the indoor environment, and develop ear recognition capability at a distance, in the outdoor environment, where
signiﬁcant changes in the illumination and shadows could pose
severe challenges in the robust ear segmentation.
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